Randomized clinical trials (RCTs) are ideal for estimating causal effects, because the distributions of background covariates are similar in expectation across treatment groups. When estimating causal effects using observational data, matching is a commonly used method to replicate the covariate balance achieved in a RCT. Matching algorithms have a rich history dating back to the mid-1900s, but have been used mostly to estimate causal effects between two treatment groups. When there are more than two treatments, estimating causal effects requires additional assumptions and techniques. We propose matching algorithms that address the drawbacks of the current methods, and we use simulations to compare current and new methods. All of the methods display improved covariate balance in the matched sets relative to the pre-matched cohorts. In addition, we provide advice to investigators on which matching algorithms are preferred for different covariate distributions.
Introduction

Overview
Multi-arm randomized clinical trials have been proposed as an efficient trial design to compare multiple treatments simultaneously. The efficiency stems from the fact that comparisons between multiple treatments can be observed in one trial, rather than performing several trials each comparing only two treatments at a time [1, 2] . This efficiency is more pronounced when multiple treatments are compared to a control group, where multiple control groups would be required when conducting each two-arm trial separately. However, multi-arm trials can be more complex to design, conduct, and analyze [3] . One design complication is that in multi-arm trials all of the arms are required to follow a similar protocol with similar inclusion and exclusion criteria as well as primary and secondary outcomes. This is in contrast to multiple binary trials that may have different protocols for comparing each pair of treatments [4] . Another design challenge with These complications are exacerbated when comparing multiple treatments in non-randomized settings, because those receiving one treatment may differ from those receiving another with respect to the covariates, X, which may also influence the outcome [8] . The propensity score (PS), which is the probability of receiving treatment conditional on a set of observed covariates, is a common metric used in non-randomized observational comparisons to adjust for observed differences in covariates between two treatment groups. Propensity scores have been shown in theory [9, 10, 11] and in application [12, 13] to be a design technique that can generate sets of units with similar covariates' distributions on average.
For more than two treatment groups, the generalized propensity score (GPS) vector represents each unit's probability of receiving any one of the treatments, conditional on the covariates [14, 15] .
Comparison of units with similar GPS vectors provides unbiased unit-level estimates of the causal effects between multiple treatments.
While the literature on matching for estimating causal effects of binary treatments is extensive [16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] (to name a few), generalizations and applications for multiple treatments remain limited. In this paper, we propose novel techniques for generating matched sets when estimating the causal effects between multiple treatments. We compare the performance of the new and previously proposed matching algorithms in balancing covariate distributions using simulation analyses. We also present a case study in which we compare the performance of different matching algorithms to estimate the effects of being released to different nursing homes from Rhode-Island hospital on patients propensity to be rehospitalized.
Framework
For Z possible treatment groups, W i ∈ W = {1, . . . , Z} denotes the treatment group identification for unit i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Let n w denote the size of treatment group w such that Z w=1 n w = n, and T iw is an indicator function that is equal to 1 if W i = w and to 0 otherwise. In addition, let Y i = {Y i (1), . . . , Y i (Z)} be the set of potential outcomes for unit i, where Y i (w) is the potential outcome for unit i if it were exposed to treatment w. In practice, only the potential outcome corresponding to the intervention that affected unit i is observed. The other potential outcomes cannot be observed because they correspond to treatment assignments that did not occur [22, 23] .
Assuming the Stable Unit Treatment Value Assumption (SUTVA) [24] , the observed outcome for unit i can be written as
Because we cannot directly observe the causal effect for unit i, we need to rely on multiple units of which some are exposed to each of the other Z − 1 possible treatments. For drawing causal inference, there are variables that are unaffected by W i , the covariates X i = (X i1 , . . . , X iP ). A crucial piece of information that is needed for causal effect estimation is the assignment mechanism, which is the probability for each unit to receive one of the Z treatments. If the n units represent a random sample from an infinite super-population, then the assignment mechanism is individualistic [8] , and it is unconfounded if
for all i = 1, . . . , n [8] , where r(w, X i ) is referred to as the generalized propensity score (GPS) for treatment w and unit i [15] , and φ is a vector parameter governing the distribution. The assignment mechanism is probabilistic if 0 < P (W = w | X, Y) for all w. We assume that the assignment mechanism is probabilistic and unconfounded throughout, so that comparing individuals with similar R(X) ≡ (r(1, X), . . . , r(Z, X)) results in well-defined causal effects.
Commonly, R(X i ) is unknown and only an estimate of it,R(X i ), is available. Thus, the observed data for unit i comprise the vector {Y obs i , X i , W i ,R(X i )}.
Estimands
Causal effect estimands are functions of unit-level potential outcomes on a common set of units [22, 23] . With Z treatments, possible estimates of interest are the pairwise population average treatment effects (ATE) between treatments j and k, τ jk ≡ E(Y (j) − Y (k)), for (j, k) ∈ W 2 and j = k, where expectation is taken over the entire population. One possible extension of τ jk would be to contrast treatments among a subset of units in the population receiving one of the Z treatments and obtain the population average treatment effect on the treated (ATT) [25] ,
Simultaneous pairwise comparisons of all treatments results in Z 2 estimands of interest. The pairwise ATEs are transitive, such that τ ik − τ ij = τ jk ∀ i = j = k ∈ W.
For reference treatment group W = t, the ATTs are also transitive, such that τ t ik − τ t ij = τ t jk . Transitivity of the ATTs does not extend to conditioning on different reference treatment groups.
For example, τ 1 ik − τ 2 jk is generally not equal to τ 1 ij [8] . In observational studies, some units may have very low propensity to receive certain treatments.
These units violate the positivity assumption of the assignment mechanism. One method to overcome this limitation is to restrict the analysis only to units that may receive all of the possible treatments. Lopez and Gutman (2017) [8] proposed to include in the analysis only units that are in the rectangular common support regionr(w, X) ∈ (r min (w, X),r max (w, X)) ∀ w ∈ W, wherê r min (w, X) = max{min(r(w, X | W = 1)), . . . , min(r(w, X | W = Z))} r max (w, X) = min{max(r(w, X | W = 1)), . . . , max(r(w, X | W = Z))}.
Letting E i denote the indicator for all treatment eligibility:
1, ifr(w, X i ) ∈ (r min (w, X i ),r max (w, X i )) for all w ∈ W 0, otherwise Then ATTs for units within this rectangular region are defined as
These estimands are transitive and reduce extrapolation to units that did not receive a specific treatment [8] .
The estimands τ jk and τ t jk can be approximated using the sample average treatment effects:
These approximations are hypothetical, because one can only observe one of the potential outcomes for each unit. Matching procedures have been proposed as one possible solution to this problem [8, 26] .
Distance measures
To define the similarity between patients receiving different treatments, a distance measure is required. The linear GPS is one distance measure that can be used in the multiple treatment setting, |logit(r(w, X i )) − logit(r(w, X j ))|, i = j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, w ∈ {1, . . . , Z}.
Using the transformed GPS is preferred to a distance measure with the untransformed r(w, X i ) because matching on the logit transformation has been shown to produce lower bias in matched samples [8, 27, 28] . One limitation of this distance is that it only compares one component of the GPS at a time. Matching on a single component may not necessarily result in similar values for all of the other components of the GPS vector. This limitation is exacerbated as the number of treatment groups increases.
The Euclidean distance is a multivariate matching metric that is the sum of the squared differences between vector components. Formally, the Euclidean distance between vectors
where P is the dimension of V. A limitation of the Euclidean distance as a matching metric is its sensitivity to the correlation structure of the vector components [29, 30] .
This sensitivity to the correlation of covariates is mitigated with the Mahalanobis distance [16, 31, 32] . The Mahalanobis distance between V i and V j is
where Σ is the covariance matrix of V. Commonly, Σ is unknown and an estimate of it,Σ, is used instead. With binary treatment, matching on the Mahalanobis distance of the covariates performs well in reducing covariate bias between the two treatment groups when the covariate space is small. However, the reduction in bias is less than optimal when the covariates are not normally distributed or there are many covariates [33, 34] . When defining similarity of units with multiple treatments, the Euclidean and the Mahalanobis distances can be applied to either the original covariates, the untransformed estimated GPS vector, or the transformed estimated GPS vector. Because the Mahalanobis distance is frequently preferred to the Euclidean distance, the latter distance was not examined in our simulation analysis.
2 Matching algorithms
Basic matching algorithms
Matching procedures for causal inference attempt to find units that are "close" to each other in terms of X, but receive a different treatment. It is relatively straightforward to perform matching when only a single covariate influences the assignment to treatment, but this task can become more complex as the number of covariates increases.
The basic matching with replacement algorithm identifies for unit i, the units with the shortest distances from each of the other treatment groups. Because this algorithm identifies matches to all of the units, some of the matches may not be very close in terms of the distance measure. One possible solution is to restrict all of the matches to have a distance that is smaller than a pre-defined threshold (caliper).
The basic matching algorithm for estimating τ t ij is summarized as follows:
1. Estimate R(X i ), i = 1, . . . , n using a multinomial logistic regression model.
2. Drop units outside the common support (e.g., those with E i = 0), and re-fit the model once.
3. For all t = t, match those receiving t to those receiving t using a pre-specified distance measure and a caliper.
4. Units receiving t who were matched to units receiving all treatments w = t, along with their matches receiving the other treatments, comprise the final matched cohort.
Vector matching (VM)
The basic matching algorithm relies on a distance measure that aggregates individual component differences over the entire vector. In some cases, it may result in some components of the matched vector that are far apart while other components are relatively close. Vector matching (VM) is a possible algorithm for matching units in observational studies with multiple treatments that addresses this limitation [8] . VM uses k-means clustering to group units such that within each cluster, units are roughly similar on Z − 2 components of the GPS, and it performs the matching on the remaining component of the GPS only among units that are in the same cluster. This ensures that units which are matched to one another are nearly perfect on one component of the GPS and roughly similar on the other components [8] .
For a reference treatment t ∈ W, the VM procedure is summarized as follows:
For all t = t:
(a) Partition all units using k-means clustering onR t,t (X) ≡ (logit(r(w, X)) ∀ w = t, t ).
This forms K strata of units with relatively similar components of the GPS vectors.
(b) Within each strata k ∈ {1, . . . , K}, match those receiving t to those receiving t on logit(r(t, X i )) with replacement using a caliper of * sd(logit(r(t, X i ))), where = 0.5.
4. Units receiving t who were matched to units receiving all treatments w = t, along with their matches, comprise the final matched cohort.
VM was shown to yield the lowest average maximum pairwise bias in comparison to other nearest neighbor matching and weighting methods for multiple treatments, while retaining a high percentage of units matched [8] .
VM has several potential limitations. First, it is a 1:1:· · · :1 nearest neighbor matching algorithm.
While this ensures that each unit will be paired with its best match, this could leave units outside the final matched cohort, resulting in a larger sampling error. Second, using a pre-specified caliper could result in significant loss of units. Third, when the number of treatments increases, it is harder for VM to ensure that a matched set is balanced across all components of the GPS vector, because it only performs close matching on one component of R(X). Fourth, because VM uses k-means clustering to classify units in step 3(a), possible matches that are on the boundaries of different clusters may not be considered, which may result in increased bias.
Extensions to VM
We examine several variations of VM that attempt to address its limitations. These include using two matches for each unit (e.g., 1:2:2 matching for Z = 3) (VM2), omitting the caliper in step 3(b) (VMnc), performing matching without replacement in step 3(b) (VMnr), using fuzzy clustering instead of k-means clustering in step 3(a) (VMF), and using the Mahalanobis distance of {logit(r(t, X)), logit(r(t , X))} in step 3(b) (KM and KMnc).
In contrast to k-means clustering which assigns units to only one cluster, fuzzy clustering assigns each unit a probability to be part of a cluster. A common fuzzy clustering algorithm is the fuzzy cmeans clustering algorithm [35] . With K clusters, the c-means algorithm minimizes the generalized least-squared errors functional
where m is a predefined weighting component, U = [u ik ] is a fuzzy c-partition of a matrix V, and
is a vector of centers. Complete fuzzy clustering occurs when each unit has equal membership for all clusters (i.e., each membership coefficient is 1/K), and hard clustering occurs when each unit has a membership coefficient of 1 for one of the clusters.
We consider several procedures to match units when using fuzzy clustering. First, we modify VM such that we classify all units using fuzzy clustering on the logit transform ofR t,t (X). Because fuzzy clustering does not explicitly assign a cluster to any unit, we assign a unit to cluster k ∈ K if its membership coefficient for that cluster is at least 1/K. Units assigned to multiple clusters can be matched to other units that share at least one cluster with them. Second, we examined matching on the Mahalanobis distance of {logit(r(t, X)), logit(r(t , X))}, within fuzzy clusters of R t,t (X). Third, we examined the effect of a caliper on these matching procedures.
These fuzzy clustering procedures have similar steps 1, 2, and 4 as VM.
Step 3 is modified to include fuzzy clustering based on the Mahalanobis distance. For a reference treatment t ∈ W, these procedures can be summarized as follows:
For all t = t:
(a) Partition all units using fuzzy clustering on the logit transform ofR t,t (X). A unit is part of cluster k if its membership coefficient is at least 1/K.
(b) Within each strata k ∈ {1, . . . , K}, match those receiving t to those receiving t on either the linear GPS (VMF), or the Mahalanobis distance of {logit(r(t, X)), logit(r(t , X))} with replacement (FM). FMnc performs the matching on the Mahalanobis distance of {logit(r(t, X)), logit(r(t , X))} without a caliper.
We summarize and explicate each of the matching algorithms in Table 1 . To compare the performance of the different matching algorithms described in Section 2, we performed extensive simulations. Simulation configurations were either known to the investigator or can be estimated from the data. A P -dimensional X was generated for n = n 1 + · · · + n Z units receiving one of Z ∈ {3, 5, 10} treatments, W = {1, . . . , Z}. For Z = 3, we generated sample sizes such that n 2 = γn 1 and n 3 = γ 2 n 1 . For Z = 5, we generated similar sample sizes for n 1 , n 2 , and n 3 as for Z = 3, and we set n 4 = n 2 and n 5 = n 3 . For Z = 10, the treatment group sample sizes for n 1 , . . . , n 5 are the same as for Z = 5, and the sizes of treatment groups 6-10 were n i+5 = n i ,
The values of X were generated from multivariate skew-t distributions such that
For Z ∈ {3, 5}, µ w = vec(1 P ⊗ b w ), where 1 P is a P × 1 vector of 1s, and b w is the Z × 1 vector such that the w value is equal to b and the rest are zeros. In addition, the covariance matrices Σ 1 ,
, and Σ 5 have respective diagonal entries of 1, σ 2 2 , σ 2 3 , σ 2 2 , and σ 2 3 , and λ elsewhere. For Z = 10, b w is a 10 × 1 vector such that the w value is equal to b and the rest are zeros, and Σ w = I P , where I P is the P × P identity matrix. This was done in order to reduce the running time when dealing with a large number of treatments.
The simulation design assumes a regular assignment mechanism that depends on the factors listed in Table 2 , resulting in a 2 5 × 3 4 × 5 factorial design for Z ∈ {3, 5}, and a 2 3 × 5 factorial design for Z = 10. For each configuration, 100 replications were produced. For Z ∈ {3, 5} we discarded configurations where P = 20 and n 1 = 600, and for Z ∈ {3, 5, 10} when P = 20 and b = 1, because of a small number of units that can be matched across all treatment arms, resulting in 10,368 simulation configurations for Z ∈ {3, 5}, and 36 simulation configurations for Z = 10. 
Factor
Z ∈ {3, 5} levels Z = 10 levels
All of the simulations were conducted using R Studio software [36] . All matching algorithms were implemented using the Matching package [37] , and fuzzy clustering was implemented using the e1071 package [38] .
Simulation metrics
Let ψ iw be the number of times that unit i serves as a match to other units in treatment group w, and let n wm be the number of units from treatment group w in the matched sample, including units that are used as a match more than once. The weighted mean of covariate p, p = 1, . . . , P , at treatment w, is defined asX pw , such that
We define the standardized bias at each covariate p for each pair of treatments as For matching algorithms with a caliper, a second metric that is used to measure matching performance is the proportion of units from the eligible population with W = 1 which were included in the final matched set, P rop.M atched. When estimating τ t jk , scenarios with P rop.M atched ≈ 1 and low M ax2SB p for all p are optimal, because most of the units in the population of interest are maintained, and the covariate distributions are similar on average across treatment groups. By design, matching algorithms without a caliper have P rop.M atched = 1. Each simulation configuration was replicated 100 times, and for each matching algorithm, we calculate M ax2SB p for all p and P rop.M atched. We summarize M ax2SB p for all P covariates using M axM ax2SB ≡ max p=1,...,P (M ax2SB p ) and M ax2SB ≡ (1/P ) P p=1 M ax2SB p . We provide results for M axM ax2SB because it represents the largest imbalance among all covariates, and it is not as affected as M ax2SB by increasing the number of covariates with small biases. Results for M ax2SB show similar trends and are available in the Appendix. VMF has the highest median P rop.M atched with 99.8% of the reference group units being matched on average. VM and VM2 have the second and third highest median P rop.M atched, with 99.3% and 98.1% of the reference group units matched on average, respectively. VMnr has the lowest median P rop.M atched, with only 64% of the reference group units matched on average. Thus, while VMnr generally yields the lowest bias in the matched cohort, it is at the expense of generalizability, because the matched cohort is less representative of the original sample.
Simulation results, Z = 3
To identify factors with the largest influence on the performance of each matching algorithm, we ranked them by their MSE for M axM ax2SB (as in [8, 31, 39] ). Initial covariate bias, b, explains the largest portion of variation in M axM ax2SB, accounting for at least 35% of the variability for each algorithm (data not shown). The number of covariates P explains the second largest portion of variation in M axM ax2SB, accounting for at least 20% of the variability for most of the procedures, except for VMnr. Other influential factors include the interaction between b and P , and the ratio of units with W = 2 to units with W = 1 (γ), though these do not account for as much variability in M axM ax2SB as b or P .
Having determined the most influential determinants of M axM ax2SB, we further detail the ef- Table 3 shows M axM ax2SB based on different levels of b and P . In settings with low covariate bias, all ten matching algorithms appear to balance the covariates properly, regardless of the number of total covariates. As b increases, M axM ax2SB increases for all algorithms, though it increases fastest for matching on the Mahalanobis distance of the covariates (COVnc) for P ≥ 10. For P = 5, M axM ax2SB increases at roughly the same rate as b increases, for all algorithms. Among the methods that retain all of the units in W = 1, GPSnc has the lowest overall bias for most of the configurations and it is comparable to VMnr.
Simulation results, Z = 5
Matching for Z = 10 treatments
We implemented VM, FMnc, GPSnc, and COVnc for Z = 10. We only included the non-caliper versions of the latter three algorithms because for Z = 5 we observed larger bias when these algorithms were implemented with calipers.
The M axM ax2SB for sets generated using each of the four algorithms is depicted in Figure 5 .
The median M axM ax2SB for VM is larger than the 0.20 cutoff, and only 17% of configurations 4 An application to the evaluation of nursing home performance
Nursing home data
The evaluation of providers' performance based on patient outcomes has played an important role in the analysis and development of health care programs in the United States [40] . To estimate the effects of providers on patient outcomes, the populations of patients should be similar across all providers, also referred to as similar "case-mix." While randomly assigning patients to different providers would be ideal, it would not be practical because patients may seek a provider that specializes in a particular condition [41] . Rehospitalization rate is a common measure to compare the performance and quality of skilled nursing facilities (SNF) [42, 43] . One possible method to compare SNF rehospitilization rate is risk adjustment using regression modeling [41, 44] . However, regression-based risk adjustment is limited to cases for which the regression model is correctly specified or the covariates are balanced across the different providers [31, 45] . Because the risk model is generally unknown and may suffer from model misspecification, it is important to ensure that the distribution of patients across providers is similar in order to avoid extrapolation and biased estimates [40] .
A different method to compare the rehospitalization rate among providers is to estimate each patients' outcome if they attended each of the available SNFs. To do this, one could match patients admitted to different SNFs who have similar sets of covariates, and impute patients' missing rehospitalization status for an unadmitted SNF using the observed rehospitalization values of the matched units.
We apply the current and newly proposed matching algorithms to a dataset consisting of Medicare enrollees linked to the Minimum Data Set (MDS) who were discharged from Rhode Island Hospital (RIH) over a nine-year period beginning on January 2, 1999, and assigned to a nearby nursing home in Rhode Island or Massachusetts. The outcome of interest is whether a patient was re-admitted to RIH within 30 days of their initial discharge. For each patient, demographic and clinical characteristics at discharge were recorded. The demographic characteristics include patient's age, race, gender, and year of admission. The clinical characteristics include the primary ICD-9 diagnosis code for the hospital admission. We have also included in the analysis inflationadjusted reimbursement for the hospital stay which serves as a proxy for the intensiveness of the stay, as well as ICU use and SNF use in the 120 days prior to hospitalization. More than half of the 257 nursing homes in the dataset had fewer than ten patients from RIH. We focus on the five nursing homes with the most patients. The number of patients in these SNFs ranges from 670 to 1211, and we define the reference group as the nursing home with the largest number of patients (referred to as "nursing home 1").
We estimated the GPS vector using a multinomial logistic regression model and generated matched sets using five of the algorithms examined in previous sections: VM, FM, FMnc, GPSnc, and COVnc. Table 5 shows M axM ax2SB and P rop.M atched across the five algorithms, compared to the pre-matched cohort. GPSnc yielded the lowest M axM ax2SB of 0.2303, followed by FMnc and FM with 0.2423 and 0.2497, respectively. VM and FM, the two algorithms which used a caliper, retained close to 100% of the reference group units in the matched cohort. Matching on the Mahalanobis distance of the covariates, COVnc, yielded the largest M axM ax2SB. Estimated differences in 30-day patient rehospitalization rate are given in Table 6 on average. With the exception of COVnc, SB p12 and SB p14 were less than 0.20 for all of the covariates and for all of the matching algorithms that were examined.
Discussion
Many applications in public health, medicine, and social sciences involve comparing multiple treatment groups. Matching is a useful tool for researchers looking to make causal statements between treatment groups. We proposed new matching algorithms when evaluating multiple treatments, and compared their performance in terms of reducing bias between covariates' distributions in different treatment groups.
Vector matching was shown to result in the lowest covariate bias in comparison to other methods when estimating causal effects with three treatments. Using simulations, we examined several extensions of vector matching (VM) that use different clustering methods, distance measures, and calipers. When comparing three treatments, VM without replacement had the smallest bias; however, it also discarded a large portion of the units receiving the reference treatment, thus sacrificing generalizability for minor gains in bias reductions. Moreover, as the number of treatment groups increases, VM and its extensions based on the linear GPS had the worst performance in terms of bias reduction compared to the other methods that were examined.
KM and FM are matching algorithms that match on the Mahalanobis distance of pairs of GPS vector components, within strata created by k-means or fuzzy clustering of the remaining components, respectively. While simulations showed that FM had slightly better performance in terms of balancing covariates, the differences in performance were slight, especially when no caliper was used (KMnc and FMnc). The proportion of reference group units matched was generally higher when using FM, because fuzzy clustering allows for units to be assigned to multiple clusters. Each of these algorithms performed significantly better than VM for five or more treatments, indicating that matching on the Mahalanobis distance within clusters results in better covariate balance than using the linear GPS.
For three and five treatment groups, when there is a small number of covariates or the bias of the covariates is small, matching on the Mahalanobis distance of the covariates provides the best method in terms of bias reduction. However, the performance of this method deteriorates significantly as the number of covariates with initial biases increases. Thus, this method is not recommended for many practical applications, where large number of covariates with different degree of initial biases is expected. Matching on the Mahalanobis distance of the logit GPS vector with and without a caliper had generally the largest reduction in bias while maintaining most of the units in the reference group. Matching on the Mahalanobis distnace of the logit GPS vector with a caliper has slightly lower average bias, but it also discarded more units than matching on the Mahalanobis distance of the logit GPS vector without a caliper. FM and FMnc had similar trends to GPS methods, but with slightly larger covariates' bias.
For 10 treatment groups, FMnc performed best in terms of reducing covariate bias between treatment groups. This shows that as the number of treatments increases, matching on the Mahalanobis distance of the logit GPS vector becomes less effective. Thus, our recommendation with more than 5 treatments is to rely on methods such as FM or FMnc that partition the cohort into clusters using fuzzy clustering and match units using the Mahalanobis distance within these clusters.
Applying the different matching algorithms to examine the effect of admission to one of five SNFs Table 9 : SB p14 for nursing home data 
